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salvelinusfontinalis wrote:
Quote:
Jack, I've been able to talk with a few of DB's guides several different times, (even though it usually
involves them yelling at me, but sometimes it is civil). One guide said that over a one month period he
had to take out 10 different sports, and only 1 knew what they were doing. If these people were better
flyfishers they would go somewhere else and fish, probably somewhere else that also costs several
thousand dollars. DB isn't the only guy with lots of private water.

Your right in concept but for the wrong reason.
I have had about 4 chances to fish Homewater/Spring Ridge or what ever they call themselves today
streams. 2 of which I have took the offer on. What I have found is that those streams are NO better than
the ones we get to fish for free with loads of public access. 1 of the streams had no pellet head stockers
put in and had plenty of wild fish. The other was not the same and had loads of large stocked fish with a
mix of wild fish. I can fish over large pellet heads with some wild trout in plenty of places in PA for free. I
can fish in about 10,000 miles of wild trout water for free in PA.
Frankly what I discovered about Spring Ridge water I have fished is that it is far inferior to PA's best wild
trout streams by a large margin. A LARGE MARGIN.
So your right, if the members of Homewaters were better flyfishers they would go else where and fish, but
they would know they dont need to spend several thousand to do so.
That is unless you consider food, gas, equipment and of course beer

ELITIST! Everyone, new candidate for tar and feathering.

